WHEREAS: In order to keep the Boca Raton Student union up to date for all students.

WHEREAS: The 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor of the union has been almost completely remolded.

WHEREAS: The 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor of the BR union still has old green tile.

WHEREAS: The BR union would look much more up to date with new FAU color carpet.

WHEREAS: The union has completed all estimates to re-do the BR union 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor.

WHEREAS: An estimate of the cost of the project has been completed and will be $12,000 and is attached.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That up to $12,000.00 is allocated from the Senate Projects account (SXXXXX) for the purposes stated above before the end of this fiscal year.